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M OD UL ES >>>
OV E RV I E W
At it’s core AssetHQ is a central Asset
Management platform that can be tailored
to the exact specifications of any operation.
Built using the most up to date technology,
supporting organisations who seek to save
valuable time and money AssetHQ is the
number one choice for efficient management
of organisational assets and safety related
activity.
AssetHQ at its core will also help
organisations manage asset compliance in
line with legislative and industry standards.
Helping quickly spot and correct areas of
non-conformance, AssetHQ will help staff
manage all necessary information and help
prove compliance at the touch of a button.
Used in many industries including Harbours,
Aviation, Local Councils and Manufacturing.
Whether you conform to Aviation or Port
Marine Safety Codes are IOSH, ISO, BRC or
SALSA certified AssetHQ will help make any
audit a stress-free process and support your
business to be audit ready every day
Fundament to its design, AssetHQ
offers high levels of flexibility and can be
customised to meet the demands of growing
organisations. To enable a rapid deployment
and swift return on investment AssetHQ
out of the box offers a set of pre-defined
modules and features. New template forms
and workflows can be added or modified as
needs arise.

KEY
O PE R ATI ONA L
BE N EFITS
Working Smarter:

Management teams can enable crossdepartment information sharing and give staff
access to swiftly locate, record, update, and
report on information more efficiently.

Asset
Management
Easily build and maintain a single shared
asset register holding relevant information on
all your assets including buildings, equipment,
fleet vehicles and staff giving one version that
can be visible by anyone.

Maintenance
Management
Set maintenance schedules for each asset,
Record and view maintenance activity and
alert staff when important activity is due. Log
utility usage and maintenance thresholds.

Inspection
Management
Ditch the clipboard and create electronic
inspection templates. Complete inspections
from a mobile device; recording defects,
corrective actions and attach photos as you
go.

Training
Management
Ensure employees are trained in the skills
required for their role. Managers can; easily
see who needs trained, set notifications to
inform when refresher training is due and link
training certificates to each employee record.

Risk
Assessments
Carry out electronic risk assessments and
take action to control the risk. Flag hazards
to staff prior carrying out any maintenance
activity. Set ongoing reviews to reassess risk
levels.

Incident
Manager
Record all incidents, accidents and near
misses. Easily spot trends in when or how
things go wrong. Giving early warning that
something needs attention. Proactively reduce
risk to employees and visitors.

Certification
Manager
Keeps track of all your company’s certificates
in one central system making audits a stressfree process. Alerts can be set to inform
when safety certificates are due to be Valid
certificates are easily uploaded to quickly
present quickly come audit time.

Asset Reliability:

Ensuring planned maintenance is carried
out, organisations can increase reliability and
availability of assets and decrease spend on
reactive maintenance

24×7 Operations:

AssetHQ makes information accessible
from any location, from any device, at any
time, effectively enabling 24 x 7 business
operations.

Efficient & Effective
Communication:

Simply automate the transfer of information by
setting up and sending electronic reminders
to notify staff of a call to action, event, risk, or
non-conformances.

Increase Staff Productivity:

Through the use of effective technology, staff
can reduce the time they spend to obtain

KEY FEATUR ES >>>
Asset
Mapping

Mobile
Version

Using GIS satellite Imagery and coordinates,
you can set the location of assets on a map
for quick reference. Location can also be set
whilst at the asset location, ensuring assets
are mapped to their exact location.

Asset
Tagging
Save time searching for asset information;
tap on a QR Code or NFC label from a mobile
device and get quick access necessary
information. See all jobs logged against an
asset and avoid duplicate jobs being logged.

Access and update information from any
location using any device. Save time updating
records when back at base. Reduce the need
for excessive phone calls & emails or trips to
the office to retrieve information, supporting
efforts to reduce carbon emissions.

Defect Report
Tool
Nominated staff can log defects or
maintenance requests direct from a mobile
device.

Document
Linking

Maintenance
Schedules

Task
Lists
Accessible through desktop or mobile app
staff can quickly get access to jobs or tasks
that have been assigned to them.

Maintenance
History

Escalations can be set to ensure outstanding
tasks get resolved and issues are addressed
at the right level. Email notifications can
be sent to the appropriate personnel to
communicate and deal with activities that may
need immediate input or corrective action.

Reports and
KPI’s

Link technical drawings, SOP’s, warranty
documents and more and store photos
with each asset.

Set automated maintenance schedules and
get notified when maintenance activities are
due.

Email Escalation
Alerts

Template Form
Builder

Generate real-time reports using specific data
filters and see what jobs are upcoming or
recently completed. Determine which assets
have required the most work over the past
year. Assess how staff are performing against
pre-determined targets via the AssetHQ
graphical KPI Dashboard.

Create new template forms to record, manage
and report on other important information.

Workflow
Customiser
Map workflows specific
to your organisational
processes.

View jobs and tasks carried out on any asset,
whether planned, reactive, or a corrective
action identified as a result of a safety
inspection.

important information. Instead, staff can
focus their time on the job in hand, ultimately
increasing workforce productivity.

Reduce Operational Costs:

Streamline efficiencies and push down the
excessive cost of operating long winded and
laborious manual processes.

Environmentally Friendly:

Our paperless software solutions are
designed support every organisation in their
efforts to reduce their carbon footprint.

Always Audit Ready:

Having all information accessible at the
touch of a button enables stress-free audits,
supporting any organisation to be audit ready
any time.

Business Improvement &
Safety Culture:

Using AssetHQ enables business
improvement and demonstrates to auditors
a safety-first culture within your organisation
helping overall audit scores and grades

Why AssetHQ Exists
Using multiple spreadsheets and paper forms to record and
manage information is a costly way of working for any business
and makes reporting an impossible task.
AssetHQ at it’s core is designed to help organisations effectively
streamline processes, reduce the cost of operation, and enable
swift management reporting to help inform business decisions.

CLIE N T TES TIM O NIALS
“AssetHQ has allowed for increased transparency
and accountability across our Technical Operations
department.”
Peter Caldwell, Head of Assets & Property Services,
Ards & North Down Borough Council

“IEB offered a leading solution to the design
and development of software. The adoption of
the AssetHQ has led to a transformation in the
procedures of Foyle Port (LPHC).”
George Cuthbert, Engineering & Development
Director, Foyle Port (LPHC)

“AssetHQ give us everything we need in an easy
to use and understandable package. Being
able to manage and monitor our maintenance
activity quickly and clearly is a real bonus for our
operation.”
Andrew Inkster, Executive Manager,
Shetland Island’s Council

“The AssetHQ system has totally transformed how
we control our planned schedules and corrective
maintenance across all our factory and mobile
plants, so we can effectively manage and report on
all maintenance work.”

“I liked the flexibility AssetHQ offered, it was also
a simple to use system that has proven beneficial
when training the team to use it.
We now have one single place that all work
requests are sent to and kept, instead of phone
calls, emails, notes etc. Work can be planned and
scheduled much quicker now, and the status of
jobs is much more visible. AssetHQ has helped
take the stress out of audits and cut down the
time that I spend with the auditor. Now that all the
information I need is contained within AssetHQ I
can instantly provide information on all our repairs,
job history and certificates to the auditor in one
meeting.”
Jeff Lynch, Maintenance Manager,
McColgan’s Quality Foods

“AssetHQ is used to manage a wide variety of port
assets including our commercial property portfolio,
terminal operations, and engineering infrastructure.
The features of AssetHQ have assisted H&S
Compliance in the managing of inspections,
servicing and storing of documents. It has greatly
Increased efficiency in the reporting of defects with
ability to prioritise and assign works to the relevant
maintenance teams. The ongoing support from the
IEB teams to develop a bespoke package for the
Port has been greatly appreciated.”
Gary O’Neill, Senior Engineering Manager,
Shoreham Port

Paul McKenna, Engineering & Maintenance Manager,
Bulrush
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